The recognition and detection of ionizing radiation are indispensable basic prerequisites of radiation protection. For this purpose, the standard series DIN 25482 and the corresponding standard series ISO 11929 provide decision thresholds, detection limits, and confidence limits for a diversity of application fields. The decision threshold allows a decision to be made for a measurement on whether or not, for instance, radiation of a possibly radioactive sample is present. The detection limit allows a decision on whether or not the measurement procedure intended for application to the measurement meets the requirements to be fulfilled and is therefore appropriate for the measurement purpose. Confidence limits enclose with a specified probability the true value of the measurand to be measured.
Introduction
The limits to be provided according to the present standard proposal by means of statistical tests and specified probabilities allow detection possibilities to be assessed for a measurand and for the physical effect quantified by this measurand as follows:
-The decision threshold allows a decision on whether or not the physical effect quantified by the measurand is present. -The detection limit indicates which smallest true value of the measurand can still be detected with a measurement procedure to be applied. This allows a decision on whether or not the measurement procedure satisfies the requirements and is therefore suitable for the intended measurement purpose. -The confidence limits enclose, in the case of the physical effect being recognized as present, a confidence interval containing the true value of the measurand with a specified probability.
In the following, the mentioned limits are jointly called characteristic limits.
This standard proposal is based on DIN 25482-10 and ISO 11929-7 and thus on procedures of Bayesian statistics (see [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] ), so that uncertain quantities and influences can also be taken into account, which do not behave randomly in measurements repeated several times or in counting measurements. Since measurement uncertainty plays an important part in this standard proposal, the evaluation of measurements and the treatment of measurement uncertainties are carried out by means of the general procedures according to DIN 1319 -3, DIN 1319 . This enables the strict separation of the evaluation of the measurements, on the one hand (Section 5), and the provision and calculation of the characteristic limits, on the other hand (Section 6).
Equations are provided for the calculation of the characteristic limits of an ionizing-radiation measurand via the standard measurement uncertainty of the measurand (called standard uncertainty in the following). The standard uncertainties of the measurement as well as those of sample treatment, calibration of the measuring system and other influences are taken into account. But the latter standard uncertainties are assumed to be known from previous investigations.
Determination of the detection limit and decision threshold for ionizingradiation measurements -Fundamentals and particular applications 1 Scope
The present standard proposal applies in the field of ionizing-radiation metrology to the provision of the decision threshold, the detection limit, and the confidence limits for a non-negative ionizing-radiation measurand when counting measurements with preselection of time or counts are carried out, and the measurand results from a gross count rate and a background count rate as well as from further quantities on the basis of a model of the evaluation. In particular, the measurand can be the net count rate as the difference of the gross count rate and the background count rate, or the net activity of a sample. It can also be influenced by calibration of the measuring system, by sample treatment, and by other factors.
The present standard proposal also applies in the same way to -counting measurements on moving objects (DIN 25482-13 and ISO 11929-6, see B.2), -measurements with linear-scale analogue count rate measuring instruments (called ratemeters in the following, see B.3), -repeated counting measurements with random influences (see B.4), -counting measurements on filters during accumulation of radioactive material (ISO 11929-5, see B.5), -counting spectrometric multi-channel measurements if particular lines in the spectrum are to be considered and no adjustment calculations, for instance, an unfolding (DIN 25482-12 and ISO 11929-8) , have to be carried out (see Annex C).
The present standard proposal also applies analogously to other measurements of any kind if the same model of the evaluation is involved.
Normative references
The following normative documents contain provisions which, through reference in this text, constitute provisions of this standard proposal. For dated references, subsequent amendments to, or revisions of, any of these publications do not apply. However, parties to agreements based on this standard proposal are encouraged to investigate the possibility of applying the most recent editions of the normative documents indicated below. For undated references, the latest edition of the normative document referred to applies. ISO 31-0, ISO 31-9, ISO 3534-1, ISO 11929-7, and [2] shall apply. In addition, the terms informatively given in Annex F are used.
Quantities and symbols
The symbols for auxiliary quantities and the symbols only used in the annexes are not listed. g , 0 count rate of the gross effect (gross count rate) and of the background effect (background count rate), respectively n i number of the counted pulses obtained from the measurement of the count rate i n g , n 0 number of the counted pulses of the gross effect and of the background effect, respectively t i measurement duration of the measurement of the count rate i t g , t 0 measurement duration of the measurement of the gross effect and of the background effect, respectively r i estimate of the count rate i r g , r 0 estimate of the gross count rate and of the background count rate, respectively τ g , τ 0 relaxation time constant of a ratemeter used for the measurement of the gross effect and of the background effect, respectively α, β probability of the error of the first and second kind, respectively 1−γ probability for the confidence interval of the measurand k p , kuantiles of the standardized normal distribution for the probabilities p and q, respectively (for instance, p = 1−α, 1−β or 1−γ/2) Φ(t) distribution function of the standardized normal distribution. Φ(k p ) = p applies.
Fundamentals 5.1 General aspects concerning the measurand
A non-negative measurand must be assigned to the physical effect to be investigated according to a given measurement task. The measurand has to quantify the effect and to assume the true value η = 0 if the effect is not present in a particular case.
Then, a random variable Y , an estimator, must be assigned to the measurand. The symbol Y is also used in the following for the measurand itself. A value y of the estimator Y , determined from measurements, is an estimate of the measurand. It has to be calculated as the primary measurement result together with the primary standard uncertainty u(y) of the measurand associated with y. Both values form the primary complete measurement result for the measurand and are obtained according to DIN 1319 -3, DIN 1319 by evaluation of the measurement data and other information by means of a model (of the evaluation), which mathematically connects all the quantities involved (see 5.2). In general, the fact that the measurand is non-negative is not explicitly taken into account in the evaluation. Therefore, y may be negative, especially when the measurand nearly assumes the true value η = 0. The primary measurement result y differs from the best estimate z of the measurand calculated in 6.5. With z, the knowledge that the measurand is non-negative is taken into account. The standard uncertainty u(z) associated with z is smaller than u(y).
NOTE The best estimate among all possible estimates of the measurand on the basis of given information is associated with the minimum standard uncertainty.
Model

General model
In many cases, the measurand Y is a function of several input quantities X i in the form of
Equation (1) is the model of the evaluation. Substituting given estimates x i of the input quantities X i in the model function G of equation (1) yields the primary measurement result y of the measurand as
The standard uncertainty u(y) of the measurand associated with the primary measurement result y follows, if the input quantities X i are independently measured and standard uncertainties u(x i ) associated with the estimates x i are given, from the relation
The estimates x i have to be substituted for the input quantities X i in the partial derivatives of G in equation (3). For the determination of the estimates x i and the associated standard uncertainties u(x i ) and also for the numerical or experimental determination of the partial derivatives, see DIN 1319 -3, DIN 1319 or [3] . For a count rate X i = i with the given counting result n i recorded during the measurement of duration t i , the specifications x i = r i = n i /t i and u 2 (x i ) = n i /t 2 i = r i /t i apply (see also G.1). In the following, the input quantity X 1 , for instance, the gross count rate, is taken as that quantity whose value x 1 is not given when a true value η of the measurand Y is specified within the framework of the calculation of the decision threshold and the detection limit. Analogously, the input quantity X 2 is assigned in a suitable way to the background effect. The data of the other input quantities are taken as given from independent previous investigations.
Model in ionizing-radiation measurements
In this standard proposal, the measurand Y with its true value η relates to a sample of radioactive material and is to be determined from countings of the gross effect and of the background effect with preselection of time or counts. In particular, Y can be the net count rate n or the net activity A of the sample. The symbols belonging to the countings of the gross effect and of the background effect are marked in the following by the subscripts g and 0, respectively.
In this standard proposal, the model is specified as follows:
with the abbreviation
X 1 = g is the gross count rate and X 2 = 0 is the background count rate. The other input quantities X i are calibration, correction or influence quantities, or conversion factors, for instance, the emission or response probability or, in particular, X 3 is a shielding factor. If some of these input quantities are not involved, x i = 1 and u(x i ) = 0 must be set for them. For the count rates, x 1 = r g = n g /t g and u 2 (x 1 ) = n g /t 2 g = r g /t g as well as x 2 = r 0 = n 0 /t 0 and u 2 (x 2 ) = n 0 /t 2 0 = r 0 /t 0 apply. By substituting the estimates x i in equation (4), the primary estimate y of the measurand Y results:
With the partial derivatives
and by substituting the estimates x i , w and y, equation (3) yields the standard uncertainty u(y) of the measurand associated with y:
where
is the sum of the squared relative standard uncertainties of the quantities X 4 to X m . For m < 4, the values w = 1 and u 2 rel (w) = 0 apply. The estimate x i and the standard uncertainty u(x i ) of X i (i = 3, . . . , m) are taken as determined in previous investigations or as values of experience according to other information. In the previous investigations, x i can be determined as an arithmetic mean value and u 2 (x i ) as an empirical variance (see B.4.1). If necessary, u 2 (x i ) can also be calculated as the variance of a rectangular distribution over the region of the possible values of X i with the width ∆x i . This yields u 2 (x i ) = (∆x i ) 2 /12.
For the application of the procedure to particular measurements, including spectrometric measurements, see the normative Annexes B and C.
5.3 Calculation of the standard uncertainty as a function of the measurand
General aspects
For the provision and numerical calculation of the decision threshold in 6.2 and of the detection limit in 6.3, the standard uncertainty of the measurand is needed as a function u(η) of the true value η ≥ 0 of the measurand. This function has to be determined in a way similar to u(y) within the framework of the evaluation of the measurements by application of DIN 1319-3, DIN 1319-4, DIN V ENV 13005, [1] or [3] . In most cases, u(η) has to be formed as a positive square root of a variance function u 2 (η) calculated first. This function must be defined, unique and continuous for all η ≥ 0 and must not assume negative values.
In some cases, u(η) can be explicitly specified, provided that u(x 1 ) is given as a function h 1 (x 1 ) of x 1 . In such cases, y has to be replaced by η and equation (2) must be solved for x 1 . With a specified η, the value x 1 can also be calculated numerically from equation (2), for instance, by means of an iteration procedure, which results in x 1 as a function of η and x 2 , . . . , x m . This function has to replace x 1 in equation (3) and in u(x 1 ) = h 1 (x 1 ), which finally yields u(η) instead of u(y). In the case of the model according to equation (6) and 5.3.2, one has to proceed in this way. Otherwise, 5.3.3 must be applied, where u(η) follows as an approximation by interpolation from the data y j and u(y j ) of several measurements.
Explicit calculation
When, in the case of the model according to equation (6), the standard uncertainty u(x 1 ) of the gross count rate X 1 = g is given as a function h 1 (x 1 ) of the estimate x 1 = r g , then either h 1 (x 1 ) = x 1 /t g or h 1 (x 1 ) = x 1 / n g applies if the measurement duration t g (time preselection) or, respectively, the number n g of recorded pulses (preselection of counts) is specified.
The value y has to be replaced by η. This allows the elimination of x 1 in the general case and, in particular, of n g with time preselection and of t g with preselection of counts in equation (9) by means of equation (6). These values are not available when η is specified. This yields in the general case according to equation (6)
By substituting x 1 according to equation (11) in the given function h 1 (x 1 ), i.e. with u 2 (x 1 ) = h 2 1 (η/w + x 2 x 3 ), the following results from equation (9):
With time preselection and because of x 1 = n g /t g and x 2 = r 0 ,
is obtained from equation (11). Then, with h 2 1 (x 1 ) = x 1 /t g = n g /t 2 g and by substituting n g according to equation (13) and with u 2 (x 2 ) = r 0 /t 0 , equation (12) leads to
With preselection of counts,
is analogously obtained. Then, with h 2 1 (x 1 ) = x 2 1 /n g = n g /t 2 g and by substituting t g according to equation (15) and again with u 2 (x 2 ) = r 0 /t 0 , equation (12) leads to
Equation (22) has a solution, the detection limit η * , if with time preselection the condition
or with preselection of counts the condition
is fulfilled. Otherwise, it can happen that a detection limit does not exist because of too great an uncertainty of the quantities X 4 to X m , summarily expressed by u rel (w). The condition according to equation (17) also applies in the case of equation (12), if h 1 (x 1 ) increases for growing x 1 more slowly than x 1 , i.e. if h 1 (x 1 )/x 1 → 0 for x 1 → ∞.
Approximations
It is often sufficient to use the following approximations for the function u(η), in particular, if the standard uncertainty u(x 1 ) is not known as a function h 1 (x 1 ). A prerequisite is that measurement results y j and associated standard uncertainties u(y j ), calculated according to 5.1 and 5.2 from some previous measurements of the same kind, are already available (j = 0,1,2,. . .). The measurements have to be carried out on different samples with differing activities, but in other respects as far as possible under similar conditions. One of the measurements can be a background effect measurement or a blank measurement with η = 0 and, for instance, j = 0. Then, y 0 = 0 has to be set and u(0) = u(y 0 ). The measurement currently carried out can be taken as a further measurement with j = 1.
The function u(η) often shows a rather slow increase. Therefore, the approximation u(η) = u(y 1 ) is sufficient in some of these cases, especially if the primary measurement result y 1 of the measurand is not much larger than the associated standard uncertainty u(y 1 ).
If only u(0) = u(y 0 ) and y 1 > 0 with u(y 1 ) are known, then the following linear interpolation often suffices:
If the results y 0 , y 1 , and y 2 as well as the associated standard uncertainties u(y 0 ), u(y 1 ), and u(y 2 ) from three measurements are available, then the following bilinear interpolation can be used:
If results from many similar measurements are given, then the parabolic shape of the function u 2 (η) can also be determined by an adjustment calculation.
6 Characteristic limits and assessments 6.1 Specifications
The probability α of the error of the first kind, the probability β of the error of the second kind, and the probability 1−γ for the confidence interval must be specified. The choice α = β and the value 0,05 for α, β, and γ are recommended. Then, k 1−α = k 1−β = 1,65 and k 1−γ/2 = 1,96 (see Annex E).
If it is to be assessed whether or not a measurement procedure for the measurand satisfies the requirements to be fulfilled for scientific, legal or other reasons (see 6.6), then a guideline value η r as a value of the measurand, for instance, an activity, must also be specified.
Decision threshold
The decision threshold y * of the non-negative measurand according to 5.1, which quantifies the physical effect of interest, is that value of the estimator Y which, if exceeded by a determined value of Y , the primary measurement result y, allows the conclusion that the physical effect is present. Otherwise, this effect is assumed to be absent. If the physical effect is really absent, then this decision rule leads at most with the specified probability α to the then wrong decision that the effect is present (error of the first kind; see 6.1 and 6.5).
A determined primary measurement result y for the non-negative measurand is only significant for the true value of the measurand to differ from zero (η > 0), if it is unlikely enough on the hypothesis of η = 0. The primary measurement result y must therefore be larger than the decision threshold
With the approximation u(η) = u(y) (see 5.3.3), y * = k 1−α u(y) applies.
Detection limit
The detection limit η * is the smallest true value of the measurand, for which, by applying the decision rule according to 6.2, the probability of the wrong assumption that the physical effect is absent (error of the second kind) does not exceed the specified probability β (see 6.1).
In order to find out whether a measurement procedure is suitable for the measurement purpose, the detection limit η * is compared with the specified guideline value η r of the measurand (see 6.1 and 6.6). The detection limit η * is the smallest true value of the measurand which can be detected with the measurement procedure to be applied. It is so high above the decision threshold y * that the probability of the error of the second kind does not exceed β. The detection limit is provided as the smallest solution of the equation
η * ≥ y * always applies. Equation (22) is an implicit equation, its right-hand side also depends on η * . The detection limit can be calculated by solving equation (22) for η * or, more simply, however, by iteration: repeatedly substituting an approximation η i for η * in the right-hand side of equation (22) produces an improved approximation η i+1 according to (see Figure 1 ):
As a starting approximation, for instance, η 0 = 2y * can be chosen. The iteration converges in most cases, but not, if equation (22) does not have a solution η * . In the latter case or if η * < y * results, the detection limit does not exist (see 6.6).
Figure 1: Calculation of the detection limit by iteration
With the iteration according to equations (23) or (24) and beginning with a starting approximation η 0 , for instance, η 0 = 2y * as shown, the sequences of the improved approximations η i (i = 1,2,. . .) converge to the detection limit η * , which is the abscissa of the intersection point of straight line 1 and curve 2. y * is the decision threshold. With the alternative application of the regula falsi according to equation (24), the sequence η i is generated by means of secants of curve 2, for instance, through points A and B. The shown hyperbolic shape of curve 2 is typical of many applications, for instance, those with equations (14) or (16). The detection limit does not exist if curve 2 does not intersect straight line 1 at any abscissa η ≥ y * .
After the calculation of η 1 or, for instance, with the choice of η 1 = 3y * , it is more advantageous for i ≥ 1 to apply the regula falsi, which in general converges more rapidly. For this purpose, equation (23) has to be replaced by
with j < i. Then, j = 0 should be set or j be fixed after several iteration steps.
Any iteration must be stopped if a specified accuracy of ν digits is attained, i.e. if the ν first digits of the successive approximations no longer change. But if a too high accuracy is demanded, then, even with an iteration converging in principle, the successive approximations in general permanently fluctuate around and close to the exact solution but never attain it. A smaller ν must then be chosen.
The linear interpolation according to equation (19) leads to the approximation 
Confidence limits
The confidence limits as limits of a confidence interval are provided for a physical effect, recognized as present according to 6.2, in such a way that the confidence interval contains the true value of the measurand with the specified probability 1−γ (see 6.1). The confidence limits take into account that the measurand is non-negative.
With a present primary measurement result y of the measurand and the standard uncertainty u(y) associated with y (see 5.2), the lower confidence limit η l and the upper confidence limit η u are provided by
For the distribution function Φ(t) of the standardized normal distribution and for its inversion k p = t for Φ(t) = p, see In general, the confidence limits are located neither symmetrical to y nor to the best estimate z (see 6.5 and Figure 2 ), but the probabilities of the measurand being smaller than η l or larger than η u both equal γ/2. The relations 0 < η l < η u apply. ω = 1 may be set if y ≥ 4u(y). In this case, the following approximations symmetrical to y apply:
6.5 Assessment of a measurement result
The determined primary measurement result y of the measurand must be compared with the decision threshold y * . If y > y * , then the physical effect quantified by the measurand is recognized as present. Otherwise, the hypothesis that the effect is absent cannot be rejected.
If y > y * and with ω according to equation (28), the best estimate z of the measurand is given by (see 5.1 NOTE and Figure 2 )
The standard uncertainty associated with z reads
The relations z > y and z > 0 and η l < z < η u as well as u(z) < u(y) and u(z) < z apply, moreover, for y ≥ 4u(y), the approximations
6.6 Assessment of a measurement procedure
The decision on whether or not a measurement procedure to be applied sufficiently satisfies the requirements regarding the detection of the physical effect quantified by the measurand is made by comparing the detection limit η * with the specified guideline value η r . If η * > η r or if equation (22) has no solution η * , then the measurement procedure is not suitable for the intended measurement purpose with respect to the requirements.
To improve the situation in the case of η * > η r , it can often be sufficient to choose longer measurement durations or to preselect more counts of the measurement procedure. This reduces the detection limit.
Documentation
After the determination of the characteristic limits, a report containing the following information must be prepared: a) test laboratory; b) reference to the determination according to the present standard proposal on the basis of DIN 25482-10 or ISO 11929-7; c) physical effect of interest, measurand, and model of the evaluation; d) probabilities α and β of the errors of the first and second kind, respectively, and, if necessary, guideline value η r ; e) primary measurement result y and standard uncertainty u(y) associated with y;
h) if necessary, statement whether or not the measurement procedure is suitable for the intended measurement purpose; i) statement whether or not the physical effect is recognized as present; j) in addition, if the physical effect is recognized as present, lower confidence limit η l and upper confidence limit η u with the probability 1 − γ for the confidence interval, best estimate z of the measurand, and standard uncertainty u(z) associated with z; 
In particular, u(x 1 ) = h 1 (x 1 ) = x 1 /t 1 then applies for the gross effect X 1 (see 5.3.2 and A.4).
Specifications: probabilities α, β and γ and the guideline value η r (see 6.1).
A.3 Calculation of the primary measurement result y with the associated standard uncertainty u(y)
for presupposed uncorrelated input quantities X i (see 5.2.1 and A.2). Otherwise, see the references in A.2. The estimates x 1 , . . . , x m must be substituted in ∂G/∂X i .
A.4 Calculation of the standard uncertainty u(η)
If u(x 1 ) is known as a function h 1 (x 1 ), y is replaced by η and equation (A.2) is solved for x 1 . With η specified, x 1 can also be numerically calculated from equation ( A.6 Calculation of the detection limit η * The detection limit η * is the smallest solution of the equation
It can be calculated by iteration with the starting approximation η * = 2y * (see 6.3). Assessment: the measurement procedure is not suitable for the measurement purpose if η * > η r or if η * does not exist (see 6.6).
A.7 Calculation of the confidence limits η l and η u
where ω = Φ(y/u(y)) (see 6.4; for the calculation of ω, k p , and k q , see Annex E).
A.8 Calculation of the best estimate z of the measurand with the associated standard uncertainty u(z)
(see 6.5).
A.9 Preparation of the documentation
Report of the results of A.1 to A.8 (see Section 7).
Annex B (normative)
Various applications B.1 General aspects
The procedure described in the main part of this standard proposal is so general that it allows a large variety of applications to similar measurements. Some important cases are treated in the following. They do not differ in their models from those in the main part, but merely in the interpretation of the input quantities X 1 and X 2 and in setting up the corresponding estimates x 1 and x 2 and standard uncertainties u(x 1 ) and u(x 2 ).
With each of the following applications dealt with in Annexes B and C, the respective main task consists in determining the primary measurement result y of the measurand and the associated standard uncertainty u(y) according to 5.2 or A.3 as well as the standard uncertainty u(η) as a function of the measurand according to 5.3 or A.4. Subsequently, with all applications, the decision threshold y * , the detection limit η * , the confidence limits η l and η u , and the best estimate z of the measurand with the associated standard uncertainty u(z) have to be calculated in the same way according to Section 6 or A.5 to A.8. This is no longer pointed out in the following. Numerical examples of the applications are treated in Annex D.
B.2 Counting measurements on moving objects
The application of this standard proposal to counting measurements on moving objects is also treated in DIN 25482-13 and ISO 11929-6. During such a measurement, the measurement object is moved along a specified measurement distance on a straight line passing an ionizing-radiation detector (or vice versa). Data obtained from the measurement during this travel are, on the one hand, the counted numbers n g or n 0 of the recorded pulses and, on the other hand, the measurement durations t g or t 0 , respectively. In general, the measurement durations can be determined with measurement uncertainties negligible compared to all other measurement uncertainties that must be taken into account. Therefore, they can be taken as constants and the measurement as a measurement with time preselection.
The reduction of the background count rate by the shielding effect of the measurement object can be taken into account by means of the shielding factor f by setting X 3 = f in equation (4). f can be obtained experimentally from previous measurements as an arithmetic mean value and the standard uncertainty u(f ) associated with f as the empirical standard deviation of the arithmetic mean value. They can alternatively be obtained as the expectation value and the standard deviation u(f ) = ∆f / √ 12, respectively, from a rectangular distribution with the width ∆f over the region of the possible values of f .
In the simplest case where the model has to be specified in the form of Y = X 1 − X 2 X 3 = g − 0 f and where the measurement durations t g and t 0 are preselected and the estimates x 1 = n g /t g = r g and x 2 = n 0 /t 0 = r 0 with the associated squared standard uncertainties u 2 (x 1 ) = r g /t g and u 2 (x 2 ) = r 0 /t 0 are applied, the results read
Replacing y by η and eliminating
B.3 Measurements with ratemeters
A ratemeter is here understood as a linear, analogously working count rate measuring instrument where the output signal increases sharply (with a negligible rise time constant) upon the arrival of an input pulse and then decreases exponentially with a relaxation time constant τ until the next input pulse arrives. The signal increase must be the same for all pulses and the relaxation time constant must be independent of the count rate. A digitally working count rate measuring instrument simulating the one just described is also taken as a ratemeter that has to be considered here.
Each particular measurement using a ratemeter must be carried out in the stationary state of the ratemeter. This requires at least a sufficiently fixed time span between the start of measurement and reading the ratemeter indication. This applies to each sample and to each background effect measurement. According to [10] , fixed time spans of 3τ or 7τ correspond to deviations of the indication by 5 % or 0,1 % of the magnitude of the difference between the indication at the start of measurement and that at the end of the time span. If further uncertain influences have to be taken into account, then a time span of 7τ should be chosen, if possible.
The expectation values g and 0 of the output signals of the ratemeter in the cases of measuring the gross and background effects, respectively, are taken as the input quantities X 1 and X 2 for the calculation of the characteristic limits: X 1 = g and X 2 = 0 . With the values r g and r 0 of the output signals determined at the respective moments of measurement, the following approaches result for the values of the input quantities and the associated standard uncertainties:
In equation (B.4), approximations with a maximum relative deviation of 5 % for r g τ g ≥ 0,65 and of 1 % for r g τ g ≥ 1,32 are specified according to [10] . The same applies to r 0 τ 0 . The relaxation time constants τ g and τ 0 have to be adjusted accordingly.
The ratemeter measurement is equivalent to a counting measurement with time preselection according to 5.3.2 and with the measurement durations t g = 2τ g and t 0 = 2τ 0 . The quotients n g /t g and n 0 /t 0 of the counting measurement have to be replaced here by the measured count rate values r g and r 0 , respectively, of the ratemeter measurement. This applies, in particular, to equation (13). See also the numerical example in D.2.2. The standard uncertainties of the relaxation time constants do not appear in the equations and are therefore not needed.
In the simplest case where the model has to be specified in the form of Y = X 1 − X 2 = g − 0 , equations (B.3) and (B.4) lead to
B.4 Repeated counting measurements with random influences
B.4.1 General aspects
Random influences due to, for instance, sample treatment and instruments cause measurement deviations, which can be different from sample to sample. In such cases, the counting results n i of the counting measurements on several samples of a radioactive material to be examined, on several blanks of a radioactively labelled blank material, and on several reference samples of a standard reference material are therefore respectively averaged to obtain suitable estimates x 1 and x 2 of the input quantities X 1 and X 2 and the associated standard uncertainties u(x 1 ) and u(x 2 ), respectively. Accordingly, X 1 has to be considered as the mean gross count rate and X 2 as the mean background count rate. Therefore, the measurand Y with the wanted true value η has also to be taken as an averaged quantity, for instance, as the mean net count rate or mean activity of the samples. In the following, the symbols belonging to the countings on the samples, blanks, and reference samples are marked by the subscripts b, 0, and r, respectively. In each case, arithmetic averaging over m countings of the same kind carried out with the same preselected measurement duration t (time preselection) is denoted by an overline. For m > 1 counting results n i which are obtained in such a way and have to be averaged, the mean value n and the empirical variance s 2 of the values n i are given by
The following procedures are approximations for sufficiently large counting results n i and n s/ √ m, which allow the random influences to be recognized in addition to those of the Poisson statistics (see also under equation (B.12)).
For the calculation of the characteristic limits, not only t g , but also m g must be specified.
A numerical example of a measurement with random influences is described in D.3.
B.4.2 Procedure with unknown influences
In the case of unknown influences, the following expressions are valid for the mean gross count rate X 1 and the mean background count rate X 2 :
With the approaches according to equations (B.8) and (B.9), equations (6) and (9) yield
is not given as a function h 2 1 (x 1 ) of x 1 . Therefore, u 2 (η) must be determined as an approximation according to 5.3.3, for instance, according to equation (19), where the current result y can be used as y 1 . For this purpose and for the calculation of u 2 (0), i.e. for η = 0, the variance s 2 g has to be replaced by s 2 0 .
B.4.3 Procedure with known influences
Another procedure, appropriate when small random influences are present, is based on the approach
The term linear in n of equation (B.12) follows from the Poisson distributions of the numbers N i of pulses when random influences disappear. These influences are described by the term square in n assuming an empirical relative standard deviation ϑ valid for all samples and countings and caused by these influences. This influence parameter ϑ can be calculated from countings on reference samples according to equation (B.12) by equating with equation (B.7):
Instead of the data from countings on reference samples, those on other samples can be used which were previously examined, not explicitly for reference purposes but under conditions similar to those of the reference samples.
If ϑ 2 < 0 results, the approach and the data are not compatible. The number m r of the reference samples should then be enlarged or ϑ = 0 be set. Moreover, ϑ < 0,2 should be obtained. Otherwise, one can proceed according to B.4.2.
Instead of equation (B.9), the expressions
now apply with equation (B.12). The cases m g = 1 and m 0 = 1 are permitted here. Therefore, with x 1 = n g /t g and equation (B.14), u 2 (x 1 ) is given as a function of x 1 by
Equations (B.8) and (B.10) remain valid. Furthermore, according to equation (9) with equations (B.8) and (B.14), it follows that
In order to calculate u(η), the result y is replaced by η and equation (B.10) is solved for x 1 = n g /t g . This yields x 1 = η/w + n 0 x 3 /t 0 . The estimate x 1 , determined in this way in the current case, has to be substituted in equation (B.15) and u 2 (x 1 ) obtained therefrom in equation (B.16 ). This finally leads to u(η) (see also 5.3).
The condition according to equation (17) has to be replaced here by the condition
B.5 Counting measurements on filters during accumulation of radioactive material B.5.1 General aspects
For monitoring flowing fluid media (gas or liquid, for instance, vent air or room air in nuclear installations or water), a counting measurement is continuously carried out on a filter during the accumulation of radioactive material from the medium. The application of this standard proposal to such a measurement is also treated in ISO 11929-5. The measurement consists in a temporal sequence of consecutive measurement intervals of the same duration t. The half-lives of the nuclides accumulated on the filter are assumed to be long compared to the total duration of all measurement intervals, the data of which are used in the following calculation of the characteristic limits. In addition, the background effect is assumed to remain constant during the whole measurement. There are two measurands Y of interest: a) the activity concentration A V,j (activity divided by the total volume of the sample, see ISO 31-9) of the radioactive nuclides entrained by the medium, accumulated on the filter, and measured during the measurement interval j of duration t (case a, see B. The activity is divided by the sample volume, i.e. by the volume V of the medium flowing through the filter during the measurement of duration t. This volume V with the associated standard uncertainty u(V ) as well as a calibration factor ε, which has to be considered with the associated standard uncertainty u(ε), are assumed to be known from previous investigations. The efficiency of the filter is assumed to be contained in ε. The standard uncertainty u(t) of the measurement duration t is neglected since t can be measured by far more exactly than all the other quantities involved and can thus be taken as a constant.
B.5.2 Activity concentration as the measurand
In case a, Y = A V,j is the measurand of the measurement interval j. The input quantities X i are specified as follows: X 1 = j , X 2 = j−1 , X 5 = ε, and X 7 = V , where j is the gross count rate in the measurement interval j. There are no further input quantities, they are set constant equalling 1. The model according to equation (4) now reads
Because of the background effect assumed to be constant, its contributions cancel out in the difference.
Similar to 5.2.2, the estimates x 1 and x 2 with the associated standard uncertainties u(x 1 ) and u(x 2 ) of the input quantities X 1 and X 2 , respectively, are specified as follows with n j being the number of events recorded in the measurement interval j:
Obviously, u(x 1 ) is thus known as a function h 1 (x 1 ) of x 1 , which is needed for the decision threshold and the detection limit, since
With the preceding approaches and x 3 = 1 with u(x 3 ) = 0 as well as w = 1/(εV ) with u 2 rel (w) = u 2 (ε)/ε 2 + u 2 (V )/V 2 , the following is obtained according to 5.2.2 and 5.3.2:
(B.23)
Replacing y by η yields with equations (B.23) and (12)
(B.25)
B.5.3 Change in the activity concentration as the measurand
Case b only differs from case a treated in B.5.2 by a different definition of X 2 . The model reads
Instead of X 2 = j−1 , now
is valid with X 1 = j . Hence follows
The values x 2 and u 2 (x 2 ) calculated according to equation (B.28) have to be substituted in equations (B.22) to (B.25) to obtain y, u(y), and u(η).
The count rates of the intermediate intervals i = j − 2 to j − m are not involved. They only play a part insofar as with these measurement intervals no measurement effect for ∆A V,i should be recognized as present, so that a linear increase of the activity on the filter may be assumed.
The model according to equation (B.26) applies to the test for an increase in the activity concentration. If a decrease is to be examined, Y = A V,j − A V,j has to be specified as the measurand, i.e. X 1 and X 2 have to be interchanged so that the measurand becomes non-negative as demanded.
Annex C (normative)
Applications to counting spectrometric measurements
C.1 General aspects
This standard proposal can also be applied to counting spectrometric measurements when a particular line in a measured multi-channel spectrum has to be considered and no adjustment calculations, for instance, an unfolding, have to be carried out. The net intensity of the line is first determined according to C.1 to C.3 by separating the background. Then, if another measurand, for instance, an activity, has to be calculated, one has to proceed according to 5.2 and 5.3 (see C.4).
Independent, Poisson-distributed random variables N i (i = 1, . . . , m as well as i = g) are assigned to selected channels of a measured multi-channel spectrum -if necessary, the channels of a channel region of the spectrum can be combined to form a single channel -with the contents n i of the channels (or channel regions), and the expectation values of the N i are taken as input quantities X i (see G.1). In the following, ϑ i is the lower and ϑ i is the upper limit of channel i; ϑ is, for instance, the energy or time or another continuous scaling variable assigned to the channel number. The channel widths t i = ϑ i − ϑ i correspond to t according to G.1. Thus, X i = i t i with the mean spectral density i in channel i, and x i = n i is an estimate of X i with the standard uncertainty u(x i ) = n i associated with x i . For i = g, the quantities N g and X g = g t g represent the combined channels of a line of interest in the spectrum. The measurand Y with the true value η is the net intensity of the line, i.e. the expectation value of the net content of channel i = g (region B, see C.2). (For the appropriate determination of channel regions, see C.3)
At first, the background of the line of interest must be determined, which also includes the contributions of the tails of disturbing lines. A suitable function H (ϑ ; a 1 , . . . , a m ) , representing the spectral density of the line background with the parameters a k , is introduced so that
from which the a k have to be calculated as functions of the n i .The background contribution to the line is then
The random variable Z 0 , associated with the background contribution z 0 , implicitly is a function of the input quantities X i because z 0 is calculated from the x i = n i . The model approach for the measurand Y reads
follow. The bracketed sum equals ∂z 0 /∂n i . For the calculation of the function u 2 (η), the net content η of channel g is first specified. Then, y in equation (C.4) is replaced by η. This allows n g to be eliminated, which is not available if η is specified. This results in n g = η + z 0 and
The characteristic limits according to Section 6 then follow from equations (C.4) and (C.5).
If the approach
linear in the a k is applied with given functions ψ k (ϑ), then equation (C.1) represents a system of linear equations for the a k . Thus, the a k depend linearly on the n i and the partial derivatives in equation (C.4) do not depend on the n i . Then,
with quantities b i not depending on the n i . Equation (C.7) also follows when the background contribution z 0 to the line is calculated linearly from the channel contents n i with suitably specified coefficients b i :
C.2 Application according to the background shape
If events of a single line with a known location in the spectrum are to be detected, then the following cases of the background shape as a function of ϑ and the associated approaches have to be distinguished: a) Constant background: approach H(ϑ) = a 1 (constant, m = 1) b) Linear background, which can often be assumed with gamma radiation: approach H(ϑ) = a 1 + a 2 ϑ (straight line, m = 2) c) Weakly curved background with disturbing neighbouring lines: approach H(ϑ) = a 1 + a 2 ϑ + a 3 ϑ 2 + a 4 ϑ 3 (cubic parabola, m = 4) d) Strongly curved background, which can be present with strongly overlapping lines, for instance, with alpha radiation: approach according to equation (C.6)
In cases a, b, and c, the scaling variable ϑ is required to be linearly assigned to the channel number.
In cases a and b, it is suitable for the background determination to introduce three adjacent channel regions A 1 , B, and A 2 in the following way.
Region B comprises all the channels belonging to the line and has the total content n g and the width t g . If the line shape can be assumed as a Gaussian curve with the full width h at half maximum, then region B has to be placed as symmetrically as possible over the line. The following should be chosen:
if fluctuations of the channel assignment cannot be excluded or the background does not dominate, for instance, with pronounced lines. In case of a dominant background, the most favourable width
has to be specified for region B. This region then covers approximately the portion f = 0,84 of the line area (see also C.4). In general, f = 2Φ(v √ 2 ln 2) − 1, if t g = v h with a chosen factor v.
In principle, the full width h at half maximum has to be determined from the resolution of the measuring system or under the same measurement conditions by means of a reference sample emitting the line to be investigated strongly enough, or from neighbouring lines with comparable shapes and widths. Region B must comprise an integer number of channels, so that t g has to be rounded up accordingly.
Regions A 1 and A 2 , bordering region B below and above, have to be specified with the same widths t = t 1 = t 2 in case b only. The total width t 0 = t 1 + t 2 = 2t has to be chosen as large as possible, but at most so large that the background shape over all regions can still be taken as approximately constant (case a) or linear (case b). n 1 and n 2 are the total contents of all channels of regions A 1 and A 2 , respectively. Moreover, n 0 = n 1 + n 2 .
Hence follows for cases a and b:
Instead, in case c, five adjacent channel regions A 1 , A 2 , B, A 3 , and A 4 have to be introduced in the way described above with the same widths t of the regions A i (see Figure C .1). With the sum n 0 = n 1 + n 2 + n 3 + n 4 , i.e. the total content of all channels of regions A i , with their total width t 0 = 4t, and with the auxiliary quantity n 0 = n 1 − n 2 − n 3 + n 4 , the following is then valid: 
C.3 Obtaining the regions for determining the background
The regions A i for background determination can be obtained by performing a test on whether or not the function H(ϑ) can represent the background shape. For this purpose and with the total number M > m of all channels of regions A i , with the counted content v j of channel j (j = 1, . . . , M ) of these regions, with the valueθ j of the scaling variable ϑ assigned to the middle of the channel j, and with the channel width ∆ϑ j , the test quantity
is calculated. Then it is ascertained whether or not
The error probability δ = 0,05 is recommended. Depending on whether the chi-square condition according to equation (C.14) for the compatibility of the function H(ϑ) with the measured background shape in the regions A i of the spectrum is fulfilled or not, the regions A i and, thus, M have to be enlarged or reduced, respectively, and the test has to be repeated until maximum regions still compatible with the condition are found.
If functional values H(ϑ) are negative in the regions A i and B, then the procedure is not applicable in the way described here. For the denominator v j + 1 in equation (C.13), see under equation (G.1).
In cases a to c, the function H(ϑ) can be explicitly specified:
whereθ g is the value of ϑ assigned to the middle of region B and, moreover,
As a numerical example, Figure C .1 shows a section of a multi-channel spectrum, recorded using a NaI detector, with the background shapes calculated according to cases b and c. See D.5.2 for more details.
C.4 Extending applications
From the net line intensity obtained according to C.1 and C.2 and in combination or comparison with further quantities (for instance, calibration, correction or influence quantities or conversion factors such as sample mass, emission or response probability), another measurand of interest has often to be calculated. This can be, for instance, an activity (concentration) or the quotient of the net line intensity and the net intensity of a reference line in the same spectrum or the net intensity of the same line in a reference spectrum. In such cases, after the calculations according to C.1 and C.2 have been carried out, one has to proceed in essence according to 5.2 and 5.3 as follows.
In 5.2 and 5.3, the measurand Y of interest and the input quantities X i appear. They have to be specified according to the following equations, where on the left-hand side one of the aforementioned quantities and on the right-hand side the respective quantity according to C.1 are found.
If Y is an activity (concentration) or an analogous quantity, then X 1 = X g and X 2 = Z 0 and X 3 = 1 are set.
Moreover, x 5 = 1 or 0,84 and u(x 5 ) = 0, if equations (C.9) and (C.10), respectively, are used. Further input quantities X i are specified as conversion factors.
If Y = Y 1 /Y 2 is the quotient of the net line intensity Y 1 , determined according to C.1 and C.2, and the likewise determined net intensity Y 2 of a reference line in the same or a different spectrum, then X 1 = Y 1 and X 2 = 0 and X 5 = Y 2 are specified.
For correcting a spectrometric superposition of the line of interest by a disturbing line L with the same energy, but from a different nuclide, one has to proceed in a way similar to the preceding paragraph. Then X 1 = Y 1 is the net intensity sum of both lines, and X 2 = Y 2 is the net intensity of a line of the disturbing nuclide that serves as a reference. With the presumption that the spectrum of this nuclide can be separately measured free from the line of interest, for instance, on a blank, two cases must be differentiated. In the first case, the disturbing line L itself serves as a reference. Then x 3 = t 1 /t 2 and u(x 3 ) = 0 for X 3 have to be specified, where t 1 and t 2 are the measurement durations of the spectra. In the second case, another line L of the disturbing nuclide in the spectrum to be examined serves as a reference. Then the net intensities i and i of the lines L and L , respectively, and the associated standard uncertainties u(i) and u(i ) have to be determined from the separately measured spectrum, and the following has to be specified:
Application examples
D.1 General aspects
This Annex D contains numerical examples of the applications treated in the normative Annexes B and C. The respective equations used for the calculations are referred to. In all examples, y, u(y) and u(η) are first determined and then the characteristic limits as well as the best estimate of the measurand with the associated standard uncertainty are calculated according to the equations given in Section 6 or A.5 to A.8 and by applying Annex E.
The data in Tables D.1 to D.4 are often given with more digits than meaningful, so that the calculations can also be reconsidered and verified with higher accuracy, in particular, for testing computer programs under development. Some intermediate values, which must be calculated in a more complicated way, are also given for test purposes.
D.2 Example 1: Measurement of the surface activity concentration by means of the wipe test
D.2.1 Counting measurement
For the examination of a surface contamination by means of the wipe test, the measurand Y is the surface activity concentration A F (activity divided by the wiped area, see ISO 31-0). For this task, the characteristic limits, the best estimate and the associated standard uncertainty are to be calculated. The model of the evaluation in this case reads according to equation (4)
X 1 = g is the gross count rate and X 2 = 0 is the background count rate, X 5 = F is the wiped area, X 7 = κ is the detection efficiency, and X 9 = ε is the wiping efficiency, i.e. the fraction of the wipeable activity for the material of the surface to be examined.
After the counting measurements of the gross effect and of the background effect are carried out with the respective measurement durations t g and t 0 , the respective numbers n g and n 0 of the recorded events are available. These numbers are used according to 5.2.2 to specify the estimate x 1 = r g = n g /t g with u 2 (x 1 ) = n g /t 2 g = r g /t g for the the gross count rate X 1 = g and x 2 = r 0 = n 0 /t 0 with u 2 (x 2 ) = n 0 /t 2 0 = r 0 /t 0 for the background count rate X 2 = 0 . These specifications apply to measurements with time preselection.
The detection efficiency κ = 0,31 is determined using a calibration source with a certified relative standard uncertainty of 5 %. On the assumption that the statistical contribution to the measurement uncertainty of the detection efficiency is negligible, u(κ) = 0,0155 results.
The wiping efficiency ε of the wipe test is known from previous measurements to be randomly distributed between 0,06 and 0,62. This yields the mean estimate ε = 0,34 and the associated standard uncertainty u(ε) = ∆ε/ √ 12 = 0,16 by specifying a rectangular distribution over the region of the possible values of ε with the width ∆ε = 0,56 (see 5.2.2, last but one paragraph).
The relative standard uncertainty of the wiped area F = 100 cm 2 is given as 10 % from experience, leading to u(F ) = 10 cm 2 .
For the input data, specifications, some intermediate values, and results, see Table D .1. The results are calculated according to 5.2.2, 5.3.2 and Section 6. In particular, equations (6), (9), and (14) are used for y, u(y) and u(η), respectively, where x 3 = 1 and u(x 3 ) = 0 are set because X 3 is not involved in the model. Some standard uncertainties are not given in Table D .1 since they are not explicitly needed for the equations.
The decision threshold and the detection limit, obtained according to equation (16) if the counting measurements are regarded as carried out with preselection of counts, are given in brackets in the last but one column of Table D.1. All the other results do not depend thereon.
D.2.2 Measurement using a ratemeter
The measurement of the count rate can also be carried out using a ratemeter (see B.3). In contrast to D.2.1, u 2 (x 1 ) = r g /(2τ g ) and u 2 (x 2 ) = r 0 /(2τ 0 ) here apply. In Table D .1, the input data of the ratemeter measurement are fictitiously chosen such that the primary measurement result y is almost unchanged when compared with that of the counting measurement. The relaxation time constants strongly influence the decision threshold and the detection limit. Their values τ g = τ 0 = 15 s are chosen too small and therefore make the measurement procedure unsuitable for the measurement purpose since y * > y r . The choice τ g = τ 0 = 20 s would here already afford relief. Results measurand :
primary measurement result standard uncertainty associated with y decision threshold measurement effect present ? detection limit measurement procedure suitable ? lower confidence limit upper confidence limit best estimate of the measurand standard uncertainty associated with z The measurand Y is the specific activity A M (activity divided by the total mass of the sample, see ISO 31-9) for which the characteristic limits, the best estimate, and the associated standard uncertainty are to be calculated. The measurement is randomly influenced by sample treatment because of the chemical separation. Therefore, one has to proceed according to B.4. For determining and reducing the influence, several soil samples of the same kind, blanks and, if necessary, also reference samples are separately tested. The results for the respective samples are then averaged and analysed regarding the measurement uncertainty.
The model of the evaluation reads in this case according to equation (4)
X 1 = g is the mean gross count rate of the samples and X 2 = 0 is the mean background count rate of the blanks, X 5 = M is the sample mass set to be identical for all samples, blanks, and reference samples, X 7 = κ is the detection efficiency of the detector used for the counting measurement of the beta radiation in the current measurement geometry, and X 9 = ε is the chemical yield of 90 Sr separation. There is no formal difference between equation (D.2) and equation (D.1), but they must be distinguished because of the different interpretations of the quantities X i and, in essence, due to the count rates being averaged or not.
After the counting measurements of the gross effect on m g samples to be tested and of the background effect on m 0 blanks are carried out with the preselected measurement durations t g and t 0 , respectively, the numbers n g and n 0 of the recorded events averaged according to equation (B.7) are available. This first yields the estimates x 1 = n g /t g and x 2 = n 0 /t 0 of the respective mean count rates X 1 = g and X 2 = 0 according to equation (B.8). Moreover, the empirical variances s 2 g and s 2 0 of the counting results have to be formed according to equation (B.7). These yield according to equation (B.9) the squares of the standard uncertainties u 2 (x 1 ) = s 2 g /(m g t 2 g ) and u 2 (x 2 ) = s 2 0 /(m 0 t 2 0 ) associated with the estimates of the count rates. With these results, the estimate y of the measurand Y = A M and the associated standard uncertainty u(y) then have to be calculated according to 5.2.2 and, in particular, according to equations (6) and (9), respectively. x 3 = 1 and u(x 3 ) = 0 must be set since X 3 is not involved in the model. Finally, the confidence limits, the best estimate z and the associated standard uncertainty u(z) can be calculated according to 6.4 and 6.5, in this example as approximations according to equations (29) and (32) because of y ≥ 4u(y).
The next step concerns the function u 2 (η). The standard uncertainty u(x 1 ) is not available as a function h 1 (x 1 ). But the interpolation according to equation (19) can instead be used. However, u 2 (0) is needed for this and obtained as follows: setting y = η = 0 in equation (9) first yields u 2 (0) = w 2 · (u 2 (x 1 ) + u 2 (x 2 )). Moreover, for η = 0 according to 5.3.2, the variance s 2 g has to be replaced by s 2 0 . This leads with equation (B.9) to u 2 (x 1 ) = s 2 0 /(m g t 2 g ) and finally to
The decision threshold then follows from equation (21) 
D.3.2 Known influence of sample treatment
The random influence of sample treatment is sometimes already known from previous measurements, namely from measurements on reference samples or on other samples. The latter should be similar to the current samples and be measured under similar conditions so that they can be taken as reference samples although they need not be examined specifically for reference purposes.
One can also proceed in this case according to the equations in B.4.3. For the data of the calculation example, see also Table D. 2. To enable a comparison, the same input data as in D.3.1 are used here and, moreover, the counting results of the reference samples are given in brackets. In contrast to D.3.1, the variance u 2 (x 1 ) according to equation (B.15) is known as a function h 2 1 (x 1 ) of x 1 . For obtaining u 2 (η), the estimate y in equation (B.16) is first replaced by η and then u 2 (x 1 ) and u 2 (x 2 ) by the expressions according to equations (B.15) and (B.14), respectively. This leads with x 1 = η/w + x 2 and ϑ 2 according to equation (B.13) to
The results for D. , 5, (20) 1832, 2259, 2138, 2320, 1649 966, 676, 911, 856, 676 (74349, 67939, 88449, 83321, 66657, 64094, 74348, 93576, 56402, 66785, 78194, 69221, 63965, 70503, 74220, 97422, 74476, 71784, 68235, 74989) 
D.4 Example 3: Measurement of the activity concentration and of its increase during accumulation on a filter
A radiochemical laboratory is working exclusively with 131 I. Due to legal requirements, the activity concentration of the exhaust air must not exceed the value of 20 Bq m −3 . For monitoring compliance with this condition, part of the exhaust air is passed through a filter. The activity of the filter is continuously measured at measurement intervals of duration t with a counting measuring instrument. This implies a case according to B.5. The measurand Y of interest is, on the one hand, the activity concentration A V,j of the exhaust air during the measurement interval j (see B.5.2) and, on the other hand, also the increase ∆A V,j of the activity concentration A V,j in comparison to the mean activity concentration A V,j of m preceding measurement intervals (see B.5.3). For each of these cases, the respective characteristic limits, the best estimate, and the associated standard uncertainty are to be calculated.
The model for the activity concentration A V,j is given in equation (B.18), the model for the increase ∆A V,j of the activity concentration in equation (B.26). They do not differ formally, but merely in the interpretations and approaches of X 2 according to B.5.2 and B.5.3, respectively.
For the input data, specifications, some intermediate values, and results, see Table D .3. The numbers n j from 26 measurement intervals from j = 0 to 25 are available. The measurement interval j = 25 is to be examined. Therefore, m = 24 is set, and only the numbers n j for j = 25, 24 and 0 are needed, but not explicitly the associated standard uncertainties u(n j ) = n j . For the approaches of the values x 1 and u 2 (x 1 ) for X 1 as well as x 2 and u 2 (x 2 ) for X 2 , see B.5. The guideline value η r = 2 Bq m −3 is specified for A V,j , so that activity concentrations of at least 10 % of the value required by law can still be recognized. For ∆A V,j , the guideline value η r = 0,2 Bq m −3 is chosen, so that technical measures can be initiated in time for reducing the activity concentration below 10 % of the value required by law. The results are calculated by means of the mentioned models according to Annex A and B.5, especially by application of equations (B.18) to (B.28). For Y = A V,25 in B.5.2, the approximations according to equations (29) and (32) are used because of y ≥ 4u(y). In the gamma spectrum of a soil sample recorded by means of a Ge detector, there is a line assigned to the nuclide to be examined and located at channel 927 on a dominant, weakly curved background. The measurand Y is the specific activity A M of the sample (activity divided by the total mass of the sample, see ISO 31-9) and has to be calculated from the net intensity (net area) of the line. For this measurand, the characteristic limits, the best estimate, and the associated standard uncertainty have to be determined.
Case c of C.2 is present. As known from energy calibration, the energetic width of a channel amounts to 0,4995 keV, and the energetic full width at half maximum of the line is 2,0 keV. This corresponds to a full width at half maximum of h = 4,00 channels. According to equation (C.10), t g ≈ 1,2 h = 4,8 is set as the width of region B. The region of channels 925 to 929 with the width t g = 5 and located symmetrically to channel 927 is therefore specified as region B (see Figure C .1). This region thus covers in this case approximately the portion f = 86 % of the line area (see also under equation (C.10)).
For each of the four regions A i bordering region B on both sides for the determination of the weakly curved background, the width t = 13 is chosen according to C.3. The total width thus amounts to t 0 = 52. This width cannot be enlarged since there is another possible line at channel 958 with the same full width at half maximum and therefore located in channels 956 to 960. Thus, at most the 26 channels 930 to 955 remain for the regions A 3 and A 4 .
For the input data, specifications, some intermediate values, and results, see Table D 
X 1 = X g is the estimator of the gross effect in region B, X 2 = Z 0 is the estimator of the background effect, i.e. of the background contribution to the line in region B, and X 5 = T is the measurement duration. The correction factor X 7 = f takes into account that region B does not completely cover the line in case of a dominant background. For f , see above and also under equation (C.10). The standard uncertainty of f is neglected because f , if necessary, can be calculated exactly to an arbitrary number of digits. Moreover, X 9 = M is the sample mass, X 11 = ε is the detection efficiency of the detector measured with f = 1, and X 13 = i is the photon emission probability of the gamma line. The values of M and ε and the associated standard uncertainties u(M ) and u(ε) were determined in previous investigations. The value of i and the associated standard uncertainty u(i) are taken from a tabular compilation of decay data of radioactive nuclides. The guideline value η r is specified by a directive on monitoring of environmental radioactivity.
For X 1 , the values x 1 = n g and u 2 (x 1 ) = n g are set (see C.1 and G.1). It should be noted here that X 1 = X g does not estimate a count rate, but instead the parameter of a Poisson distribution. Therefore, the measurement duration T appears in the denominator of equation (D.5). For the values z 0 and u 2 (z 0 ) for X 2 = Z 0 , see equation (C.12).
D.5.2 Example 5: Measurement using a sodium iodide detector
Figure C.1 shows a section of a gamma spectrum recorded using a NaI detector. There is a line of interest located with its center ϑ g at channel 500 on a non-dominant, weakly curved background. The measurand Y is the net intensity I (net area) of the line. For this measurand, the characteristic limits, the best estimate, and the associated standard uncertainty have also to be determined.
Again, case c of C.2 is present. The full width at half maximum of the line approximately amounts to h = 25 channels. Thus, t g ≈ 2,5 h = 62,5 has to be set as the width of region B according to equation (C.9). Therefore, the region of channels 469 to 531 with the width t g = 63 and located symmetrically to channel 500 is specified as region B (see Figure C .1). This region thus covers in this case almost f = 100 % of the line area.
For each of the four regions A i bordering region B on both sides for the determination of the weakly curved background, the width t = 25 is chosen according to C.3. The total width thus amounts to t 0 = 100. This width cannot be enlarged because of the increasing background above channel 581 due to the second line shown in Figure 
so that w = 1 and u rel (w) = 0. For the input quantities X 1 = X g and X 2 = Z 0 , see also example 4. A guideline value is not specified. Because of y ≥ 4u(y) in the present case, the approximations according to equations (29) and (32) are used.
As shown in Figure C .1, both a straight line with m = 2 (case b) and a cubic parabola with m = 4 (case c) are adjusted to the spectrum background in the regions A i according to C.3. In the case of the straight line, the regions A 1 and A 2 are combined, the regions A 3 and A 4 as well. With M = t 0 = 100 and δ = 0,05 and according to equation (C.14), the standardized chi-square χ 2 s = |χ 2 − M + m| / 2(M − m) = 4,18 > k 1−δ/2 = 1,96 follows for the straight line, but the value 1,21 < 1,96 for the parabola. The straight line therefore cannot be accepted because the chi-square condition is not fulfilled. The numbers of the events recorded in the individual spectrum channels are not attached for reasons of space. 
Distribution function of the standardized normal distribution
The distribution function of the standardized normal distribution is defined by
and its quantile k p for the probability p by Φ(k p ) = p [9] . The second expression in equation (E.1) can serve for the numerical calculation of Φ(t). The series in equation (E.1) converges for every t. Values of Φ(t) are presented in Table E .1. The relations Φ(−t) = 1 − Φ(t) and k 1−p = −k p apply.
The quantile k p of the standardized normal distribution can be calculated numerically as follows using the Newton iteration procedure: With an approximation t for k p , an improved approximation t results from t = t + √ 2π exp(t 2 /2) (p − Φ(t)) . (E.
2)
The value t = 0 can be chosen as a starting approximation. 1,0000 NOTE k p = t is the quantile for the probability p = Φ(t). The relations Φ(−t) = 1 − Φ(t) and k 1−p = −k p apply.
Annex F (informative)
Further terms F.1 Background effect: measurement effect caused by the radiation background (for instance, from natural radiation sources) F.2 Net effect: contribution of the possible radiation of a measurement object (for instance, of a radiation source or a radiation field) to the measurement effect F.3 Gross effect: measurement effect caused by the background effect and the net effect F.4 Shielding factor: factor describing the reduction of the background count rate by the shielding effect of the measurement object F.5 Relaxation time constant: duration in which the output signal of a linear-scale ratemeter decreases to 1/e times the starting value after stopping the sequence of the input pulses F.6 Background (in spectrometric measurements): number of the events of no interest in the region of a regarded line in the spectrum. The events can be due both to the background effect by the environmental radiation and also to the sample itself (for instance, from other lines).
Annex G (informative)
Explanatory notes G.1 General aspects of counting measurements
A measurement of ionizing radiation consists in general at least partially in counting electronic pulses induced by ionizing-radiation events. Such a measurement comprises several individual countings, but can also comprise sequences of individual countings. Examples are the countings on samples of radioactive material or on blanks, countings for the determination of the background effect or the countings in the individual channels of a multi-channel spectrum or in a temporal sequence in the same measurement situation. With each of the countings, either the measurement duration (time preselection) or the counting result (preselection of counts) can be fixed. On the basis of Bayesian statistics, all countings are treated in the same way as follows (see [7] ).
The pulse number N of each of the countings is taken as a separate random variable. n is the counting result and t is the counting duration (measurement duration). N has the expectation value t, where is the count rate or, with spectrum measurements, the spectral density. In the latter case, t is the channel width with respect to the assigned quantity, for instance, the particle energy. Either or t is the measurand. It is assumed that dead-time and life-time effects, pile-up of the pulses, and instrumental instabilities can be neglected during counting and that all the counted pulses are induced by different ionizing-radiation events which are physically independent. The pulse number N then follows a Poisson distribution and the pulse numbers of all the countings are independent of each another.
Irrespective of whether n pulses are recorded in a measurement of a preselected duration (or of a fixed channel width) t (time preselection) or whether the measurement duration t needed for the counting of a preselected pulse number n is measured (preselection of counts), t follows a gamma distribution, where is taken as a random variable. Then the best estimate r of the count rate (or spectral density) and the standard uncertainty u(r) associated with r follow from r = E = n/t ; u 2 (r) = Var ( ) = n/t 2 = r/t . (G.1)
The case n = 0 results in u(r) = 0. This disappearing uncertainty of means that = 0 is exactly valid. But u(r) = 0 is an unrealistic result because, with a finite measurement duration, one can never be sure that exactly = 0 if no pulse happens to be recorded. This case can also lead to a zero denominator when the least-squares method according to DIN 1319-4 or [3] is applied and a division by u 2 (r) must be made. This shortcoming can be avoided by replacing all of the counting results n by n + 1 or, with a multi-channel spectrum, by a suitable combination of channels. Here, the measurement duration (or channel width) is assumed to be chosen from experience such that at least a few pulses can be expected if > 0.
